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ABSTRACT. -

A relationship between the masses of the electron propagating fo!:. 
ward and backward in time is derived which suggests that the muon is the ~ 
me reversed electron. This relationship is derived in 2. first approximation 
from the assumptions: 1) equality of the electron mass to its rest frame ene!:. 
gy uncertainty, where this uncertainty is the inverse (units: h:c:l) of the u~ 
certainty in the emission point of the self field (photons) retarded relative to 
the electron; 2) equality of the time forward electron mass to the electrom~ 
gnetic mass of its combined retarded and advanced fields, which equality is 
formulated via the assumed equality of the electron momentum to the field 
momentum defined as the volume integral of the Poynting vector. 
This derivation includes only mass contributions from the fields in the classi 
cal domain external to the field emission point uncertainty intervals. A more 
complete derivation is then given which depends upon 1) and 2) and: 3) the i!! 
terpretation of the expression for the time forward electron mass obtained 
from 2) as integrals over the field emission times; 4) definition of electron 
space and time coordinates by spatially inverted (ingoing and outgoing, retar 
ded,and advanced) fields where such definition may only be effected by field; 
propagating over space or time intervals exceeding the field emission point 
uncertainty intervals - so called external fields. With these considerations 
another, field point, uncertainty is also introduced. 5) Identification of the 
time forward electron time coordinate uncertainty interval relative to the ~ 
me coordinates of its external fields and representation of the electron coo!:. 
dinate uncertainty by an assumed form for its fields in this time interval; 
this form is suggested by classical considerations. The final muon/electron 
mass ratio obtained is 206. 7685. 
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In the limit of small electron velOCity( 1), V, the momentum of 
th e electromagn etic fie ld of the ele c tron, defined in terms of its electric, 
~ -> 
E, a nd magnetic, H, fields as 

- j 2 .... -G; d.Il. I 4 7r: dr rEx H 

can be expressed in terms of the electron motion. 

Using H;:;xE and the spherical symmetry of the E field(2) 

.... .... 
G = 2 U/3 v where j 2 2 

U = dr r E 

Id entifying the field momentum with the electron momentum, the el ectro
magnetic mass, 2U 13, is assumed to be the experimental electron mass; 
thus 

U ; 3 m/2 

-'" -....--> 
_, _~ Assumm/?i;lboth retarded, El, and a<!ya::.ced, E2, fields E = 

; E J + E2 and U =.2:;., Uij where Uij = J dr r2 Ei·Ej. In particular Uij = 
j 't)<> 2 2 1, J=l 

= .f i dr rEi where f i is a cutoff on the radial integration correspo!! 
-'> 

ding to the minimum limiting distance, for the field Ei' at which classi-
cal electrodynamics breaks down and quantum considerations must be ap-

-> -> 
plie d. If there were no cutoffs E2 (r) " -E 1 (r) for all rand U = O. The 
cutoffs are interpreted as representing the field emission point uncertain 
ties which can only be ignored at large distances (in the classical region). 
Since J 1 will turn out to be larger than f 2, U12 is c utoff at '11 because -, 
it contains E1' With these cutoffs any contribution to the mass from the 
fields within th e cutoff radii is ignored. 

Calculating the fields as the negative gradients of the retarded, 
e/r, a nd advanced, -e/r, potentials 

Thus 

( 1 ) 

2 
; -e l:r 

1 

2 2 
; - e I ':? 1 + elf 2 = 3m/2 

2 
= 3m/2e 

or 

equation (1) may be written 

(2a) 1/T2 + liT 1 
2 

= -3m/2 e 

- g 2 are the photon retarded, advanced propagation 
q8:: 
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time uncertainties (the propagation times over the cutoff radii, in the rest 
frame). 

The retarded propagation time uncertainty is equated to the in
verse of the mass of the electron propagating forward in time (in the same 
direction as the retarded photons; Tl = 11m). Since the advanced photons 
would be retarded relative to a time reversed electron the magnitude of 
their propagation time uncertainty, ~ 2' is equated to the inverse of the 
mass of the time reversed electron, ~ 2 = -T2 = lilA- ; this mass will be 
calculated. 

From liT 1 = m, -1/T2 =1'- equation (2a) may be written 

(2b) )t- = 3m/2e2 + m = 105.550 MeV /c
2 

where 1/e2 = 137.03602, m = 0.5110041 MeV /c2. 

This value for p. suggests that the muon is the time reversed 
electron. This hypothesis has been advanced by Kaempffer(3) from gene
ral arguments based on symmetries of the solutions of the Dirac equation. 

In the following an attempt is made to understand better the me~ 
ning of the cutoffs and to include effects from within the cutoffs in the mass 
calcula tion. 

..... -+ 
The fields E1' E 2, expressed above as functions of the radial 

coordinate (field point) can be written for fixed field time as functions of 
the photon emission times .. Likewise, the Uij can be expressed as integra
tions over the emission time variables. The retarded, tOl, and advanced, 
t02' emission times are related to the field space, r, and time, t, coor
dinates by 

(3) r = t - to 1 = t02 - t 

(tOl and t02 are the emission times of retarded and advanced photons with 
common r at time t). 
It is essential to recognize that all coordinates and intervals refer to the 
electron rest frame where the electron is at the origin of spatial coordin~ 
tes. 

Thus for(1) 

(4a) 

and for 

( 4b) .... _/ 2 
E2 = -en (t

02 
- t) 
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(4c) 
t -~ 1 2 2 4 

U
11 

= roo d tal (t-t
01

) e /(t-t
01

) 

00 

J t+~ 2 

2 2 4 
U

22 
= d t02 (t

02 
- t) e /(t

02 
- t) (4d) 

(4e) 

Using (3) U12 may be expressed entirely in terms of the integration vari~ 

ble tal. 

In U 12 the advanced field from t02 combines with the retarded field from 
tal at their common space-time point. 

The Uij expressed in this form ar·e interpreted as the contribu
tions to the mass of an electron when it has the (arbitrary but fixed) time 
coordinate t and is propagating forward in time. In equations (4a - e) the 
only electron (field emission) time coordinates considered are those rele
vant to retarded (advanced) fields propagating to t over a time interval 
~ S 1 (~ f 2). This is analogous to the classical situation where the field 

in the region external to a spherically symmetric charge distribution can 
be calculat ed as if the source were a point at the radial coordinate origin; 
here the fields in the region external to the source uncertainty (hereafter 
called external fields ) are calculated as if the source space time coordin~ 
tes were precisely specified. It is suggested that these external fields may 
be used to define the essentially classical quantities of spatial and tempo
ral intervals and coordinates and that only by means of such fields can such 
quantities be inferred to have physical significance. The source radial coo!:. 
dinate is identified as the space point to which an ingoing retarded (advan
ced) field would conve rge from the surface (sphere) upon which the outgoing 
retarded (advanced) field from the source assumes a constant value. These 
ingoing fields propagate from the outgOing field space-time field points to 
the source space point over time intervals equal to the propagation time of 
the outgoing fields from their source space coordinate to their field space
-time points; the possibility of such ingoing fields propagating over such ~ 
me intervals is inferred from the existance of the outgoing fields propaga
ting over these time intervals. The radius of the sphere within the surface 
of constant field intensity in a reference system at its origin can be defined 
as half the sum of the field propagation time from emission time at the ori
gin to the surface at the field time plus the propagation time of a field from 
this field time back inward to the origin. These ideas apply only in the cla~ 
sical region were the spherical surface of constant field intensity has a re-

4 9 ~. 
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lationship to unique spatial and temporal intervals. 

The hypothesis of the existence of both retarded and advanced 
fields states that if the emission time of the outgoing field is a retarded 
(advanced) emission time then the arrival time of the ingoing field at the 
origin is an advanced (retarded) emission time. 

Within this classical framework it is desired to define the time 
coordinate of the electron propagating forward in time at which its mass 
is being calculated. For this purpose four time coordinates are conside
red: the advanced field emission, t02, and field, t2, times and the retar
ded field emission, t01, and field, t1> times where t02'" t2> t1> t01. 

Thus t - t + E 
1 - 01 l' t=t+'::, 

2 1 3 ~1' 6"2' G"3 > 0 

The electron time coordinate is defined to be between t01 and t02 in the li
mit that t02 approaches t2, t01 approaches t1, and t2 approaches t1 wh~ 
re these limits are constrained by the requirement that they be definable 
in terms of propagations of external fields. 

The retarded field emission time uncertainty, .1'1, limits the aE 
proach of to 1 to t 1, the minimum limiting value of G 1 is 101 = 5' 1, g 1 is 
equated to the inverse of the mass of the forward electron. 

Likewise the advanced field emission time uncertainty, g 2' li
mits the approach of t02 to t2' the minimum limiting value of E 2 is ~ 2 = 
= 5'2' Since the advanced field would be retarded relative to a time rever
sed electron ..l'2 is equated to the inverse of the mass of the time reversed 
electron. 

No electron time coordinates have as yet been defined in terms of 
external fields in the interval between t01 and t02' The limiting value of 
6 3 is chosen so that this may be done. Equation (3) expresses the relatio~ 
ship between the retarded, t01' and advanced, t02, emIssion times at given 
rand t; t01 (t02) is obtained by reflection of t02 (t01) in t. This reflection 
rule restates the relationship of the radial field coordinate to the outgoing 
and ingoing field propagation time intervals whIch define it and the relation
ship of the field time coordinate to emission time coordinates of retarded 
and advanced fields symmetrically located on the time axis relative to it. 
Using this idea the minimum limiting value of .::;'3 is equated to .l"2 since in 
this way all electron emission time coordinates are defined in the interval 
from t1 - f,~ 1 to t1 by reflection of advanced external field emission times 
in t2. This may be seen by writing (3) as 

(5 ) 

for 



T 
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The result of equations (2a-b) indicate 5'1 > 2 y 2 in which case it is not 
possible to define advanced field emission times in the interval between 
t2 and t2 + g 2 by reflection of retarded external field emission times. 
Thus electron time coordinates are not defined between t1 and t2 + .f 2, 
but since they are defined between t1 - Y 1 and t1 the electron may be ta
ken to be in this interval when the previously indicated limits are taken. 
The significance of the limit ~ 3 = Y 2 is emphasized by the consideration 
that if 6 3 were less than .f2 electron time coordinates could only be de
fined in part of the interval from t1 - :3 1 to t1; the electron time coordin~ 
te would have to be taken to be uncertain within an interval less than )' 1 = 
= l/m at variance with the uncertainty relation. 

These conclusions about the electron-field system have implica
tions relevant to the expression for the electron mass. Rewriting (4a-e) 
with the retarded t1, and advanced, t2, field times distinguished: 

(6a) for ...,. .... / 2 
E1 = en (t

1 
- t

01
) 

(6 b) for E =-en/(t _t)2 
2 02 2 

(6 c) 
t1 - J' 1 2 2 4 2 Ull 

= 1-00 dt
01

(\ -t
01

) e /(t
1 

-t
01

) = e /3 1 

00 
2 2 4 2 

U - J dt02(t02-t2) e /(t02 -t2 ) = e / J' 2 
22 t2 + '5 2 

(6 d) 

(6 e) 

From the discussion preceeding, these equations give the contri 
butions to the forward electron mass when its retarded photons have time 
coordinate t1' its advanced photons have time coordinate t2 and the elec
tron itself has a time coordinate uncertain between t1 and t1 - fl' 

If there were only one field it would be intuitively suggestive to 
define the present time to which the mass calculation refers as the field ~ 
me; with the two fields separated by the time interval t2 - t1 = J> 2 the pr~ 
sent time would be uncertain by f 2' This uncertainty is of a peculiar type 
however, t1 (t2 ) is the present time as approached from the past (future); ~ 
me coordinates between t1 and t2 have no obvious physical interpretation. 
This gives rise to the difficulty of considering two present times, one in 
the space-time of the retarded photons, another in the space-time of the ac:! 
vanced photons. Although intuitively difficult such language is convenient 
and will be used; below an interpretation of this field (present) time uncer
tainty will be suggested in which it will assume a more familiar aspect. 
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Using (5) it was seen that reflection of an advanced emission ti
me, t02, in the field time t2 could define a retarded emission time t01. 
In general (5) means that when the implied retarded emission time, t01' is 
used with the retarded field time, t1, an apparent space coordinate, r1, 
of the advanced photon at the present time in the space of retarded photons 
is obtained. The minimum value of r2' J 2, corresponds to r1 = 0, or 
t01 = t1 (the undefined times between t1 and t2 + S' 2 would correspond to 
negative r1). Using (5), (6d) may be written 

The integral over t02 ' cut off at t2 + 5'2' may be expressed as an integral 
over all the space or time of the retarded photons, and is the complete co~ 
tribution to the electron mass from photons emitted after t1 (no contribu
tion from the undefined times between t1 and t2 + 5'2). 

It is also possible to consider, for retarded emission limes 
t0 1(t01 < t1 - f 1), the definition of advanced emission times, t02 , by re
flection of t01 in t1. Thus (3) becomes: 

(7) 

In (7) r2 is the apparent space coordinate of the retarded photon from t01 .... 
at the present time in the space of advanced photons. In U 12, E2 is eva-
luated at this point; thus, expressing U 12 entirely in terms of the integr~ 
tion variable to 1 : 

(8) = 

= 2 N 2 2 2 
-e / (f - f' ) - -e / §' - e J / S 1 2 1 2 1 

In order to extend the integration in the U 11 and U 12 terms to 
t01 = t1 (or, from 1'1 = 0) the electron coordinate uncertainty is represented 

->0 -'> 
in terms of the E1 field by defining E 1 as the field of a uniform spherical 
charge distribution of radius ~ 1 and total charge e . 
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(9 ) 
- > 3 
E =el'lr I~ 

1 1 1 
Thus for 

Above elec tron time coordinates were defined for times between 
tl and tl - 5' l' but the electron present time coordinate is uncertain in 
this interval. This implies that although time coordinates in this interval 
exist as possible electron time coordinates, the order in which the elec
tron ass umes the time coordinates cannot be specified. If a photon propa
gation is considered between two possible electron time coordinates either 
may be considered the emission, and the other the field, t ime. Also the 
emission time associated with any time coordinate considered as a field 1i 
me may be before or after the field time. These arguments imply both re
tarded and advanced field emission in this time interval in such a symme-

- -> tric way that the (expected classical) relation E2 = -E 1 is suggested. Thus, ...-
when the range of integration in U12 is extended to r1 = 0 the E2 field is 
also defined by a term like (9) but its form is slightly different due to the 

-> 
requirement that the E2 field in U12 be continuous at r1 = f l' 

Thus for 

Evaluating the contribution to the mass from r1 < .!f 1 from exten 
ding the U12 integration to r1 = 0, 

(10) 

Evaluating the contribution to the mass from r 1 < g 1 from exten
ding the U 12 integration to q = 0 

(11 ) 

Combining all the contributions to the electron mass (6c), (6d), 
(8) , (10), (11) 

, , 
U = U 11 + U22 + 2 'U 12 + U 11 + 2 U 12 = 

2 2 2 2/22 2 2 2 
= e l 'j 1 + e I ~ 2 - 2e I y 1 - 2e g 2 ~"t + e 15 J 1 - 2e 15 J' 1- e :; 2/!i 1 = 3m/2 

Thus with 5'1 = 11m, 5'2 = l ip.. 

2 2 A = 3m/2e + 6m/5 + 3m IA 

J-t 1m = 3/2e2 + 615 + 3ml.-M-
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Defining 
2 

a = 3/2 e + 6/5 

(12 ) 

(the negative root is disregarded since the masses are assum e d posiltilv<eJ. 
Evaluating (12) with the above quoted value for e 2 

A/m = 206.7685 

Experimentally the muon/electron mass ratio is(4) 206.769 ± O. 003. 

In order to give a more intuitively appealing interpretation of the 
field (present) time uncertainty an idealized field measurement situation is 
suggested. The problem here is to measure the field with minimal uncertai~ 
ty, where this uncertainty is directly related to the uncertainty in the speci
fication of the time at which the field is absorbed; above this field t ime unce r 
tainty was found to be S 2. 

It is assumed that the "absorption of a retarded (advanced) fi eld is 
equivalent to the emission of an advanced (retarded) field. In order to reali
ze the minimal field time uncertainty the retarded (advanced) field i s meas!,!. 
red with time forward (backward) electrons. The retarded field absorption , 
being equivalent to an advanced field emission , introduces an uncertainty in 
the field time of ~ 2' Since the advanced field is retarded relative to a time 
reversed electron its absorption by such an electron is equivalent to t h e e
mission of a field advanced with respe c t to this electron, again a field time 
uncertainty of magnitude g 2 is introduced. 

A significant aspect of this picture is the possibility of giving me~ 

ning to the time coordinates between the previously defined retarded, t l . 
and advanced, t2' field times associated with an electron by means of other 
obj ects which measure these fields. 

It wo uld also seem significant that the minimization of the field 
uncertainty is ach ieved by measuring the fields with e l ectrons propagating 
in the same time direction as the fields in accordance with the c oncept of a 
time ordered causality in the interaction between different objects. 
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ABSTRACT. -

A systematic search for exotic states produced in K-d interac
tions at 3 GeV Ic is reported. From the analysis of the mass 
spectra of strange mesons, non-strange mesons, hyperons with 
S = - 1 and S = - 2 upper limits for the production cross sections 
of exotic resonances may be placed at one ortwo orders of ma
gnitude smaller than for the production of normal resonances of 
same strangeness and baryon number. 
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1. - INTRODUCTION. -

In this report we shall discuss in detail the results of a systema 
tic bubble chamber search for exotic resonances produced in K-d in 
teractions at 3 GeV I c (1). 

We shall be concerned with states which are exotic as far as iso 
topic spin, and therefore cannot be placed in the lowest SU(3) repre
sentations. In fact we search only for negatively doubly charged states. 

The experimental situation on exotic resonances is not yet con
clusive(I-3), though several indications for their existence have been 
reported in a number of formation(4-7) and production(8-12) experi
ments as well as in phase shift analyses(l3) and by indirect me
thodJI4-16). 

In K-n interactions many exotic states are easily accessibl e; a 
large fraction of these states may be produced in quasi-two-body rea~_ 
tions, in configurations where exchanges in the t- or u-channels of 
non-exotic systems are allowed. The analysis of the exotic states 
produced in quasi-two-body reactions has been the subject of a separa 
te publication(1). Here we shall show the histograms for exotic mass
combinations for each quasi-two-body reaction as well as for more 
complicated final states. 

Some structures, at the 2-5 standard deviation level, are ob
served in several mass distributions. Their statistical significance is 
too limited and moreover most of them do not coincide in the mass 
spectra of various final states. 

2. - EXPERIMENTAL. -

The 81 cm Saclay bubble chamber filled with deuterium was ex
posed to a 3 GeV/c, electrostatically separated, K- beam at theCERN 
protonsynchrotron. &50..000. pictures were taken and scanned twice. The 
events were measured with conventional projectors and analyzed with 
the CERN chain of computer programs. Details of the experimental 
methods, in particular for eliminating ambiguities and computing cross 
sections, can be found in ref. (17), The experiment corresponds to 
6.8 events/J.1b/nucleon. 

In this paper we shall consider the following final states (the 
spectator proton, defined as that proton with a laboratory momentum 
smaller than 30.0. MeV Ic, is neglected) : 

( 1 ) pK " , pK " MM 

(2) + - -
1T K 1T n .. 
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(3) 
- --0 

pll 11 K , pll - 1I-j(01l0, pll-ll-KOMM 

(4 ) TT + 'TT - 1T -Kon, + 11 - 11 -i(°MM 11 

(5) + 11-11-" o(E°)' + 11 -11- II °11 ° 11+11-11- lIoMM 11 11 , 

( 6) + --'TTL.lT, 1T + E -'IT - lTD J 1I+:L -lI-MM 

(7) + - -:;: 11 11 , + - - ° l:. 'IT 'IT 1T , :L+lI-lI-MM 

( 8) K+- - -
~ 1T , 

+-- - ° K-=-1TTf, K+:;: -lI-MM 

where MM = missing mass m eans that mor e than one n eutral unobs e r
ved partic l e is present in the final state. These reactions allow th e 
study of exotic resonances in th e following mass combinations: 

(9 ) strange mesons K-ll - , (KlIlI)--, (KlIMM)--

(l0) non strange mesons - - - - ° 11 11 , 11 11 " 
(11 ) b a ryons with S = 0 nll - 11 -

(12) baryons with S = -1 ",°11 -,,- , L. -11 -, (L ",,)--

(13 ) baryons with S = -2 - 11 

Figures 1-14 show the effec tive mass distributions for the co m 
binations (9) - (13). Some graphs includ e two hystograms, the first with 
the total number of events available for th at reaction channel and th e 
other one corres ponding to a relevant s ubset of th e data, with the sele~ 
tions expl aine d in the fi gu r e captions . The experimental distributions 
are co mpared with the pr edic tions of normalized relativistic phase sp."': 
ce, shown on the graphs by solid lines. Phase space was computed by 
means of a Montecarlo program which takes into account the motion of 
the target neutron, according to the Hulthen wave func tion, and the re
flections from dominant resonances. We may estimate an approximate 
3-stand ard deviation upper limit'for the production of an exotic reso 
nance of a certain mass and width r ( r"'" 100 MeV) using the formu la: 

(14) t:,;S (N - N ') + 3 'iN 

where Nand N ' represe nt the number of measured events and the num 
ber of phase space events inside one width r 



3, - STRANGE MESONS , -

The exotic strange mesons accessible in this experiment have 
I
z 

= -t:.3/2; they are the K-,,-, Ro,,+ and (K",,)-- 3tates, The three
-body K"" states may be observed as K-"-,,o, KO,,-,,- and as 
K*-(890)"- , 

3,1, - K-,,- and 'Ko ,,+ states, 

5, 

Figure 1 shows the K-,,- effective mass distributions for three 
reactions, 

The pK-" - final state is particularly suitable for a search of 
possible K-,,- resonances because of the relatively small percentage 
of normal resonance production and because of the large number of 
events available for the analysis, The events come from the "three
-prong" and "four-prong with spectator proton" topologies, The K-,,
effective mass distribution shown in Fig, la is compared with the 
prediction of phase space, taking into account the reflections of 
"(1520) and A(1815), The subset of Fig, la contains those events for 
which the square of the four momentum transferred to the K-,,- com
plex is smaller than 0 , 5 (GeV /c)2; in this case the reaction mechanism 
should be dominated by one-pion-exchange(18), 

The pK-"-,,o and pK-,,-MM final states come from events ofthe 
same topology as for the pK-,,- final state, However, whilst the pK-,,
reaction is kinematically four times over-constrained, the pK-"-,,o is 
only once over-constrained, and the pK-,,-MM is not constrained at 
all, This means that the percentage of ambiguous events becomes lar
ger and that the experimental resolutions become broader, particularly 
for those distributions involving the neutral particles, Fig, Ib shows 
the K-,,- effective mass for the pK-"-,,o final state, 

The other final state ,,+K-,,-n analysed for the K -,,- combination 
comes again from events of the "three - prong" and "four-prong" topo
logies , In this reaction there is a rather large production of resonances, 
particularly of the K*°(890) and of the 1:; -(1236), Therefore it may be 
more difficult to detect the presence of possible K-,,- states, Fig, lc 
shows the K-,,- effective mass distribution for all the ,,+K-,,-n events 
as well as for the subset for which the K*0(890) and 1:; -(1236) were 
removed, 

Figure 2 shows the i(o" + effective mass distribution for the final 
state ,,+ ,,-,,-Kon, The number of events available for this reaction is 
rather limited, The events belong to the topologies "three-prongs plus 
Vo" or "four-sprongs with spectator proton plus Vo", The K-,, - and 
KO" + mass distributions do not give any indication for a significant 
enhancement, 
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FIG. 1 - K -,,- effective mass distributians in the: 
a) pK-rr- final state. The subset carrespands to. events far which 

A ~_,,_ < 0.5 (GeV /c)2. The salid lines represent the phase 

space predictians narmalised to. the tatal number af events. 
Reflectians fram the praductian af daminant resanances have 

been taken into. accaunt. 

b) pK-"-,,a final state. Also shawn are the events with t. ~-,,-< 
<. O. 5 (GeV /c)2. 

c) K-,,+,,-n final state. The subset carrespands to. remaving 

K*l890) and .6-(1236). 
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3.2. - (K",,)-- states. 

Figure 3 shows the K -" -,,0 effective mass distribution for the 
pK -" -,,0 final state. The subset corresponds to the Klt - (890)" - selec
tion. In both the K-"-,,o and 1<*-,,- distributions there could be some 
structure at about 1360 and 1540 MeV, the latter being at the top of 
phase space. If these bumps were true, they should also appear in the 
j(o,,-,,- and even more pronunced in the ~-,,- plots of the p,,-,,-Ko 
final state, where instead no significant structures are observed at 
these masses (Fig. 4a). 

Figure 4 shows also the KO,,-,,- effective masses for the pRo"-,,-,,o 
and nKoTT + ,,-,,- final states. The events of these reactions come all 
from the topologies where the Ro decay is observed. Small fluctua-
tions may exist in Figs. 4b, c at a mass value of about 1260 MeV; the 
small number of events and the fact that they do not correspond to any 
structure in Fig. 4a, means very probably that they are simply stati
stical fluctuations. 

Finally Figure 5 shows the K-rr-MM distribution for the (pK-rr-MM) 
final stale. No phase space curve can be easily drawn for this final state; 
the enhance ment seen around 1660 MeV is most probably due to reflec
tions from normal resonance production (KltO for instance). 

We conclude that we have no clear evidence for any structure; in 
particular we do not observe the reported (KTT")3/2 (1170)(2) and 
(K ",,) 3 / 2 (12 70) (12) 
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FIG. 5 - K-,,-MM effective mass distribution in the pK-,,-MM 
final state. 
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4. - NON -STRANGE MESONS. -

The exotic non-strange mesons accessible in this experiment have 
I z = -2 ; they are the 1T-1T-, 1T-1T-1TO and P-1T- states. The distributions 
concerning these states are shown in Figures 6 and 7. 

The effective mass plots of Figs. 6a, b, c and 7c come from events 
belonging to the reactions discussed in the previous paragraph in c onnec 
tion witp the (K 1T1T) - - states. The other final states involve an hyperon
(,,0, E 6) and many pions. 

The events with a neutral hyperon belong to topologies where the 
decay products of the II 0 are observed. Also the events with a charged 
L. come from topologies where the charged decay product was observed. 

On the average the various histograms for the 1T-1T- distributions 
follow the phase space predictions, with some fluctuations or possible 
structures in Figs. 6a, d, f (at the level of 2-4 standard deviations). 
These d eviations do not correspond in mass when going from one graph 
to the other, suggesting that they are in reality fluctuations. 

The subset in Fig . 6f corresponds to 1T-1T - produced backward in 
the c. m. system (cos 9K - __ <. 0), which corresponds to a reaction ,1T 1T 
mechanism where a non exotic nucleon isobar may be exchanged. The 
subset looks remarkably free of fluctuations compared to the whol e 
sample( 1 6). 

The 1T-1T-1TO and P-1T- effective mass distributions are shown in 
Fig. 7. In Fig. 7a there seem to be a deviation from phase space at a 
mass value of about 1000 MeV with a statistical significance of about 
3 -4 standard deviations. This effect disappears in the subset p -1T- (but 
the p - is not produced abundantly in this final state). The structure is 
not present in the subset state L +(1383)" -1T -1To , while seems to sur
vive after removal of tv O( 7 80) and 2. -( 13 83) (These subsets are not 
shown). On the other hand, Fig. 7b, where the p- is abundantly pro
duced does not give any indication for structures, both in the 1T-1T-1TO 

and p-ir- states. In particular there is no confirmation for the repor
ted P-1T- state at 1320 MeV(8), though our energy is somewhat low for 
a study of this mass region. 

5. - HYPERON STATES WITH S = - 1. 

The exotic hyperon states accessible in this experiment have 
I z =-2. They are the 1I 0 1T-1T-, A 0 1T-1T-1TO , nK-1T-, nKo1T-1T-, "L-1T
and 2:. -1T- 1T0. states; the effective mass distributions are shown in 
Figs. 8-12. 

The events considered for the study of these hyperon exotic sta
tes are the same as those used for the study of the mesons, with the 
exception of the 1T+}C -1T- and 1T +"L -1T-1TO final states. 
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Figure 8 shows the ,,0,,-,,- effective mass distributions in the 
two final states II 0,,+,,-,,- and 11 0 ,,+,,-,,-,,0 respectively. 

In Figure 9 the small structure at the top of phase space (2360 
MeV) has a statistical significance of about 3 standard deviations. 
Because of its location, its real significance is smaller . 

Figure 10 shows the nK-TT- effective mass in the nK-,,+,,- final 
state and the nKo,,-,,- mass in the nK°"+"-"- state. Similarly no si
gnificant structures are present in the histogram of the missing mass 
to the ,,+ from the K-" + ,,- + neutrals final state (not shown in this 
report). 
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FIG. 8 - 1\ °TT-"- effective mass distributions in the: 

a ) "+TT-TT- /10 final state . The Z.-(1383),,- events are shown in 
the subset. 

b) "+TT-"- 11 0 ,,0 final state. The subset corresponds to L. -(1383)TT- . 
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The :E. -,,- mass distribution in the Y- -,,+,,- fina l state is shown 
in Fig. 11a. The subset in Fig. 11a corresponds to L -,,- produced 
backward in the c. m. system (cos Q _ :Eo __ < 0); the subset does not 
show any significant deviation from ~ase space. 

The L -,,-,,0 mass distribution in the ,,+:;: -,,-,,0 final state is 
shown in Figure 12 . 

6. - NUCLEON STATES. -

The only exotic S = 0, baryon state which may be studied in this 
experiment is the n,,-,,- one, in the nKo,,+,,-,,- final state. It has Iz = 

= - 5/2. No significant deviation from phase space is observed in the 
mass plot of Figure 13. 

7. - HYPERON STATES WITH S = - 2. 

The exotic states, with strangeness S = -2, accessible in this ex 
periment are the Z -,,- and :=:.-,,-,,0 states, both with Iz = -3/2. 
They may be studied in the final states -:=:: -K+ ,,- and :=:. -K+ ,,-,,0. Both 
reactions are characterized by very small cross-sections and by rela 
tively copious production of ~(890) . Figure 14 shows the z -,,- di-
stribution in the :=: -K+ ,,- final state. Its most probable interpretation 
is that there are no deviations from phase space, but one cannot exclude 
small effects (19). 

8. - CONCLUSIONS. -

The results of the present investigation on the existence of exotic 
states produced in K-n interactions at 3 GeV /c may be summarized by 
stating that if exotic states of relatively low mass exist, and have nor
mal widths of about 100 MeV or smaller, their production cross -secti ons 
are between one or two orders of magnitude smaller than for normal 
resonances of same strangeness and baryon number. Some structures 
are observed at the 2-4 standard deviations level. Their statistical si
gnificance is too limited and moreover they do not coincide in the va
rious mass spectra. 

We do not observe the reported (K"")3 {2 mesons at 1170 and 1270 
MeV, the p -,,- meson at 1320 MeV and the n",,)S /2 baryon at 1670 MeV. 

We would like to acknowledge the co-operation of the other mem
bers of the SABRE collaboration and of the crew of the 81 cm bubble 
chamber . We thank our scanners and measurers for their untiring efforts. 
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